vi	PREFACE
Near East maintained from the day of Constantine to
that of Kemal Pasha are something which the western
world has never properly appreciated. Passing over the
stretch of a thousand years of medieval history during
which Byzantium remained a citadel of culture, we
find the Turkish Caliphate at the dawn of Modern Times
extending its conquests over subject populations as far into
Central Europe as the fringe of the hills by Budapest, and
even breaching the walls of Vienna. After the great days
of Venice and Genoa, its fleets dominated the Mediter-
ranean until their defeat by Don John of Austria at the
battle of Lepanto. But the Caliphate was more than a great
power; it was a symbol of the impact of the Orient upon
Europe—a symbol of which the whole Mohammedan world
was conscious. For centuries the call of the muezzin at
Saint Sofia was heard from Senegal to India. But when
the static East was brought into the theatre of western
commerce by the opening of the new seaways to the Orient,
the ancient routes that centered in the bazaars of Con-
stantinople ceased to serve as vital connections between
Europe and Asia.
The decline of Turkey was inevitable. But the question
of the Straits acquired a new significance with the rise of
Russia, reaching down to touch the ports of the Black Sea.
The vast continent of the Slavs, rich in resources and man-
power, was bound sooner or later to be more than a mere
source of supply for Mediterranean peoples, as had been
the case in Ancient and Medieval Times. Yet, it was only
in the nineteenth century that Russia, like Great Britain,
fully awakened to the importance of having a free win-
dow on the Mediterranean as well as on the Baltic. Thus
Turkey found itself in possession of the strongest strategic

